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in landscape when it does not stand too much alone, -so

characteristic, in many localities, of the Lower New Red Sand

stone formation.

I was fortunate in a clear, pleasant day, in which a dappled

sky over head threw an agreeable mottling of light and shadow

on the green earth below. The road to Hagley was also that

to the races, and so there were many passengers. There were

carts and wagons rumbling forward, crowded with eager ruddy

faces of the round Saxon type; and gigs and. carriages in which

the faces seemed somewhat less eager, and. were certainly less

ruddy and round. There were numerous parties, too, hurrying

afoot: mechanics from the nearer towns, with pale unsunned

complexions, that reminded one of the colorless vegetation

which springs up in vaults and. cellars; stout, jovial plough

men, redolent, in look and form, of the open sky and. the fresh

air; bevies of young girls in gypsy bonnets, full of an exuber

ant merriment, that flowed out in laughter as they went; and.

bands of brown Irish reapers, thrown out of their calculations

by the backward. harvest, with their idle hooks dung on their

shoulders, and fluttering in rags in a country in which one saw

no rags but their own. And. then there came, in long proces

sion, the boys of a free-school, headed by their masters; and.

then the girls of another free-school, with their mistresses by

their side; but the boys and girls were bound, I was told, not

for the races, but for a pleasant recess among the Clent Hills,

famous for its great abundance of nuts and blackberries, in

which they were permitted to spend once a-year, during the

season, of general license, a compensatory holiday. To the

right of the road, for mile beyond mile, field succeeds field,

each sheltered by its own rows of trees, stuck into broad waste

ful hedges, and which, as they seem crowded together in the

distance, gave to the remote landscape the character ofa forest.
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